
MAXIMIZE REVENUES
Expand your breadth of services with 

subject matter experts—without the risk 

of underutilization.

ALLEVIATE WORKLOAD 

COMPRESSION & BURNOUT
Ensure your internal resources are never 

overextended thanks to an on-demand 

talent bench.

IMPROVE PROFITABILITY
Increase margins via wholesale pricing & 

drive more profit from existing services 

with cost-effective contractors.

BLUE-CHIP EXPERT TALENT
Access elite management consultants, 

analysts & advisors with Big 4 & Fortune 

500 experience.

COST EFFICIENCY
Save with flexible, consumption-based 

billing, unrestricted by geographical cost 

barriers.

BEST-FIT MATCHES DRIVEN BY AI
Our AI technology matches you to 

tailored industry, software & project 

expertise 20x more efficiently than 

traditional recruiting.

paro.ai

Flexible Solutions for 
Firms, Powered by an 
Elite Bench of Experts
Turn-key consulting and advisory solutions fill 

bandwidth and capability gaps, ensuring your firm 

does not leave any opportunity on the table. Our 

fractional experts come with blue-chip experience and 

industry knowledge to give your firm an edge.

Achieve Sustainable 
Firm Growth

Streamlined Solutions 
& Top-Tier Expertise

Paro Customer

The Paro team has been incredible in identifying our CFO 

consultant, Chuck, who has generously brought his years 

of finance and operations expertise to our organization.

http://paro.ai


Unlock sustainable business growth 

through on-demand access to flexible 

finance solutions. 

paro.ai/paro-for-consulting/

Find your 
solution today.

Hit the ground running with seasoned, 

proficient talent & seamless onboarding. Here’s 

what Paro experts accomplish for your firm: 

STAFF AUGMENTATION 
Increase bandwidth in high-demand areas of 

expertise to avoid a growing project backlog or 

passing on new engagements. 

COMPLEMENTARY CLIENT ACCOUNTING 

SERVICES (CAS)

Eliminate accounting roadblocks that hamper 

progress in your core consulting workstreams. 

Provide accounting cleanup, system setup, SOP 

definitions & more to bring clients up to speed. 

NICHE EXPERTISE

Add internal expertise in niche specialities like 

SALT advisory and ASC 606 compliance, along 

with hyper-specific industry verticals. From 

blockchain to biotech, gain deep industry acumen 

for your firm.

PROJECT MANAGEMENT OFFICE (PMO)

Keep major projects on time and on budget with 

project planning, business case modeling, ROI 

realization tracking & status reporting. 

Who are Paro 
Experts?

Meet Today’s 
Demand Challenges

Experience across
60+ industries

42% with postgraduate 
education from top schools 
MBAs, PhDs, JDs & more

From global market leaders 
including EY, Deloitte, McKinsey, 

Accenture & more

Highly vetted: 2% admitted

1,000+ fractional experts

https://paro.ai/paro-for-consulting/

